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Abstract-We consider here the finite drfference approxlmatlon to the dtffuslon-convectlon equatton, 
from which new exphczt formulae are obtamed which are asymmetrlc These exphclt schemes cdn then 
be used to develop a new class of methods called Group Exphclt as Introduced m [2] 

TheoretIcal aspects of the stab&y, conststency, convergence and truncation errors of this new 
class of methods IS brlefly dlscussed and numerlcal evtdence presented to confirm our recommendations 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently numerical methods mvolvmg both explzczt and zmplzczr schemes for the solution of 
the dlffuslon-convection equation, 1 e 

au a2u 
z=&s - k$ (1 1) 

have been studied extensively It IS necessary for thrs equation to be treated separately from 
the ordmary diffusion equation because of the presence of spatial denvatlves of first order 

Bnefly, the lmphclt methods, 1 e Crank-Nlcolson, etc normally offer uncondmonally 
stable schemes but require the solution of systems of equations at each time step Meanwhile 
the exphclt schemes usually suffer from a restnctlve stability condltlon 

However, it can be shown that by using different combmatlons and types of approxlmatlon 
for the terms ~2~l~x2 and au/ax m (1 l), a class of stable semi-exphclt schemes which 1s of 
similar structure to the semi-explicit schemes introduced m [3-61 

The simplicity of explicit methods of solution prompts us to seek such a method with 
increased stab&y charactenstlcs and with the capablhty that the solution can be obtamed at 
many points concurrently on the “next generation” array/parallel computers The mtroductlon 
of this new class of explicit method called the Group Explicit method ~111 enable the exphclt 
methods to compete with lmphclt methods on level terms again 

2 ASYMMETRIC EXPLICIT METHODS 

We now consider equation (1 1) m the domain (0, 1) X (0, 03) with the mltlal condltlon, 

u(x,O) = f(x),Osx: 1, (2 la) 

and boundary condltlons, 

m t) = go(t), f > 0, 
41, f) = g,(t), t > 0 

(2 lb) 

As usual, the open-rectangular domain IS covered by a rectangular gnd, with spacmg dx, dt 
m the X, r directions respectively The values of Ax and At are assumed umform throughout 
the region and the gnd points (x, t) denoted by x = x, = zdx, z = 0, 1, 2, , m, m = 
l/Ax and t = r, = ~dt, J = 0, 1, 2, 
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Consider now the approximations to the partial denvatlves m (1 1) at the pomt (I. J) of 
the gnd, then 

au 
-z 

at (U []+I - u,,)lAt, 

and 

2 = [(z),. ,,*, - (~),_,;*,]/A*~ (2 2b) 

where we have used the usual forward difference approxlmatlon for au/at and a central dlf- 
ference approximation for a*uia2 = aiax(auiax) 

Now Saul’yev[3] replaces the term (au/ax>,_ ,,*, with (aulax>,_,,z,+, and uses the obvious 
central difference approxlmatlons 

(u 1+1/ - u,,)lAx, 

and (2 3) 

z (U ,,+1 - u,-,,+,)lAx 
I-I/Z,fl 

When these approxlmatlons are substituted mto the dlffuslon convection equation ( 1 1) 
the final result IS the formula, 

[ 1 + (,, - ?)I&,+, - (cr - y),,+,,+, 
= (ET + y)u,-,, + [1 - (U + y)]u,,, (24) 

wrth local truncation error (L T E ) given by, 

& (At)’ s2 
kAxAt d’u 

+ + i (Ax)~ f$ + - - 
12 axat’ 

(2 5) 

and requn-es for stablhty the condition, 

O<rd- 
kdx’ 

(2 6) 

to be satisfied where r = d t/(4x)* 

This condltron for stablhty IS always rather favourable since with the values, 1 e k = 1 0, 
Ax = 0 1 then kAx = 0 1 which IS always less restnctlve than the condltlon for the classical 
explicit formula 

In the same manner, another analogous asymmetnc equation can be determined, which 
has the form, 

-(u + y)u,-,,+, + [ 1 + (cr + y)]u,,+, 

= [ 1 - (u - F)]u,, + (or - y)u,+,,, (2 7) 
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L-1 1 

FIN I 

3 

1+1 

3. r+l 

Rg 2 

with the L T E given by, 

For stability it requires the condltlon, 

2&r(kdx + 1) 2 0, 

to be satisfied, which JS fulfilled by all values of r > 0 (Fig 2) 
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kAxAt a3u 
- - 

12 ax2at 
(2 8) 

(2 9) 

Due to the opposite signs of the truncation errors m (2 5) and (2 8), the following alternating 
direction exphclt (ADE) algonthms which are slmllar to those suggested in [4] can be obtained 

by 
(1) Use of Equation (2 4) m a nght-to-left dn-ectlon (UNE) 
(2) Use of Equation (2 7) m a left-to-nght du-ectlon (UPOS) 
(3) Use of Equation (2 4) at the /th time-level m a nght-to-left direction and altematlvely 

use of Equation (2 7) at the (J + 1)th time-level m a left-to-nght directIon (ALDC) 
(4) Use of Equation (2 4) as m (I) and Equation (2 7) as m (2) at each time-level and 

then average the results (UAV) 
Recently, an mterestmg new variation of the use of the asymmetnc Equations (2 4) and 

(2 7) was investigated by the authors and reported m [2] The central theme of the idea is not 
to restnct the use of Equations (2 4) and (2 7) solely along the x lmes m the LR and RL 
dlrectlons but to apply them to groups of 2 points successively along each lme m the manner 
as Illustrated m Fig 3, where the symbol 0 denotes the use of Equation (2 4) and 0 denotes 
the use of Equation (2 7) 

The coupled use of Equations (2 4) and (2 7) at the points (I, J i- 1) and (t + I, J + 1) 
results in a (2 X 2) set of implicit finite difference equations which can be easily converted 
ro exphclt form as developed m the next section 

3 GE FORMULATION AND ALGORITHMS 

Consider now any two pomts (I, J + 1) and (I + 1, J + 1) and use Equation (2 4) at 
point (I, J + 1) and use Equation (2 7) at pomt (I + 1, J + 1) to grve, 
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krdx 
- 14 

2 )I ‘I’ (3 1) 

-(&r + y)u,,+, + [1 + (w + y)]u,+,,+, 

= [ 1 - (&r - y)]u,+,, + (a- - Y)u,+~,, (3 2) 

respectively Equations (3 1) and (3 2) ~111 then form a small system of 2 x 2 lmear equations, 

-)I krdx 

2 

Since, 

1 
ZZ- 

1 + 2.v 

u 
1, 

[ 1 + 
u 1+1, 

(cr + y)u,-,, 

i 1 (u - Y)u,+~, (3 3, 
L\ iL / 

1 + (.v +“(;“) Er 

krdx 
cr + - l+ a- 

2 ( 
- 

krdx _- 
2 

krdx 

-) 2 

then (3 3) can be exphcltly represented by, 
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u 

[ 1 1,+1 

l4 r+l]+l 

’ iI 
] - (rr+y)2 (_y), - (,+) 

= (1 -t 2&r) (iy+y)[* - (w+y)] 
I_._ tr_y’ 

( )I 

l4 X 
[ 1 JJ 

u,+1, + 

In the case 

(2 7), I e 

where there IS any ungrouped point near either boundary, we use Equation 

1 
uI,+i = 

[I + (cr + y)] 

x { (tr - Y)u,,+, i- [I - (cr - y)]U,, + (Fr - y)Uz,} (3 -5) 

for the left ungrouped point and Equation (2 4), I e 

4,-I,‘I = 

[ 1 + (u-l- y)] 

X { (Cr - ?$)u,,,,+, + [ 1 - (tr + y)]um_,, + (er + y)u,,,_zJ}, (3 6) 

for the nght ungrouped point 

To derive the algonthms which form the class of group exphclt methods, we use the 

lmphclt form (3 3) Also we assume that the space interval x 1s dlvlded mto an even number 
of sub-intervals which implies that the value of (m - I) IS odd With the notations, 

kAx 
al =E--, 

2 

Even Number of Intervals 

FIN 4 
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(3 7) 

kAx 
a? = E + -, 

2 

the followmg algonthms can be established 
(1) Group explzczt wzrh rzghr-ungrouped poznr (GER) Use Equation (3 3) for the first 

(m - 2) pomts and Equation (3 6) for the last unknown pomt (Fig 4) This ~111 give the 

system, 

(I + rG,)~+, = (I - rGJ% + b,,, (3 8) 

where, 

G2 = 

$, = [ra2u0,, 0, , 0, ral~,,+J 

and 

!f,T = [w,, uz,, f 4rt-,,l 

(2) Group explzczt wzth left-ungrouped poznt (GEL) Use Equation (3 5) for the first 
unknown point from the left of the boundary and Equation (3 3) for the remammg (m - 2)/ 
2 pairs of points (Fig 5) This wdl result m the system, 

U + rC2)g,+, = (I - rG,)s + b2,, 

with kc, = [ru2uo,+,, 0, , 0, mu,,1 

G E L (Group Explmt wth Left ungouped pomtl method 
I 

Fig 5 

(3 11) 
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I I / , , 

Rg 6 

(3) Alternat~g group expht (S)AGE Use Equation (3 8) at the (J + l)th time level 

and Equation (3 11) at the (J + 2)th time level, (Fig 6), I e 

u + &,)!$+I = (1 - rG2)g, + b,,, 

U + rC@,+2 = (I - rG@,+l + &,+,, 
(3 12) 

(4) Alternatzng group expfzcrt (D)AGE In this algorithm the group explicit formulae are 

incorporated alternately wlthm the four time-levels with the dlrectlon reversed at the third time 
level (Fig 7) This will give the equations, 

(I + rG,)!$, = (I - rG& + b,,, 

(I + t-C,)%+2 = (I - rG@,+, + bz,+,, (3 13) 

(I + fi&!J+, = (I - rG&+z + &,+z, 

(1 + rG@.,+d = (I - rG,)s+, + b,,+, 

These are only a few of the examples of the algonthms which can be established from 
the ongmal formulae (3 4)-(3 6) There are a few more algorithms which the authors have 

omitted for brevity 
The estimate of the truncation errors of all the schemes mentloned 1s given m [l] and can 

be shown to be of order O(dt + (Ax)’ + dtldx) However, the (S)AGE and (D)AGE schemes 
are of the order (dtld~)~) with the consistency condltlon (dtldx) + 0 for dt + 0, dx + 0 

applicable 
The stability analysis of this class of methods can be obtained by usmg the matnx method 

[I] It was proved that the GER and GEL schemes are stable provided 

and for the (S)AGE and (D)AGE schemes they are uncondltlonally stable for all r > 0 provided 
Ax 5 2dk 
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t-l.O,c-1 O.At-o.ooS.Ax-O.1,r-o.S,t-o.5 

4 
5_2xlOE- S.3x1d4 

-4 
2 0x10 -4 

1.9x10 

Table 1 

k=l 0, ~-1.0, At-O 01, Ax=0 1, r-1.0, t-1 0 

pi 

Amc -5 -5 -5 
Eqn.3.1 6 3.4 

3.2x10 6.2X10 8.8XlO-5 10.8X10 

A- -5 -5 -5 
Eqn.3.1 L 3.4 2-8x1o 

5.3xlo-5 
7.4wB 9.0x10 

(LVJ4CE 2.7x10-' 
-' 

5.2x10 
-5 

7.2X10 
-5 

8.8X10 

EXACT SaLmIoN o.o6120 0.12884 0.20360 0.28621 

0.5 0.6 07 08 0.9 

5.5x1o-3 5.7x10 -3 5 3x10-3 4 3x10 -5 2 6x10 -5 

8.6~16~ 8.9X10 -5 8 4xlo-5 7.0x10-5 4.3x10-5 

11.3x10 -5 
-5 

11.4x10 10 4x10 
-5 

8.4*lo-5 
-5 

5.0x10 
1 

12 1 10 
-5 -5 

12 3x10 
-5 

11.5x10 9.3x10-5 5 5xlo-5 

9 9 LO 
-5 -5 

10.1x10 9.4xlo-5 7.7xlo-5 4.6~10 
-5 

9 8 10 
-5 -5 

10 0x10 
-5 

9 4x10-5 7 6x10-' 4 6x10 

0.37752 0.47043 0.58996 0.71322 0 84945 

Table 2 
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4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
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In this example the equation (1 1) together with the mltlal condltlon f(x) = 0 and boundary 

condltlons go(t) = 0 and g,(t) = 1 IS used as a model problem This problem can be shown 
by the method of separation of vanables to have the exact solutlon, 

ekrif - 1 = 

U(X, t) = 
e!f” - 1 +c (-1)” n71 kc- lV2r sln(nllx) e - Im& +P/4tlr (4 1) 

n=’ (n?r)2 + $ 
0 

2e 

The solution of some of the numerical schemes presented earlier have been compared with this 
exact solution m terms of their absolute errors A comparison is also made with the Crank- 
Nlcolson upwmdmg (CNU) scheme The results are given m Tables 1 and 2 and graphically 

m Fig 8 
From the tables and graph it can be seen that the results for this class of methods are much 

more accurate than the CNU method For r = 0 5 the (D)AGE scheme appears to be better 
than any other scheme 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The explicit schemes (2 4) and (2 7) obtained from the generahsed approximation are both 
very easy and economical to implement As they are uncondltlonally stable m a practical sense 

and also accurate, therefore they are strongly recommended 
The GE schemes denved are also comparably accurate and strongly stable For r 5 2 0, 

the GE schemes ((D)AGE m particular) are to be recommended against the CNU schemes 
One point worth noting here is that this class of methods which is made up of approxl- 

matlons to &lay by both forward and backward differences at different time levels 1s always 
superior than the CNU schemes where au/ax is always approximated by the backward dlffer- 
ence 

The scheme discussed m this chapter can be easily extended and adapted for multl- 
dlmenslonal problems 

Finally, we can establish that since the method IS explicit and highly stable, It can be 
recommended as an alternative competltlve method for solving the dlffuslon-convection 
equation 

SOLUTION U 

X 
E.01.k-10,r.10.1*10.6l-001,~x.01 

Rg 8 
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